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ABSTRACT 
 
Ready! Set! Activate! is a research-based schoolyard redesign proposal as part of an             
ongoing collaboration between Arizona State University and Paideia Academy, a K-8           
public charter school located in south Phoenix, Arizona. The five-acre school property            
experiences persistent environmental justice issues endemic to the greater South          
Phoenix area, including flooding, excessive urban heat, and poor air quality. These            
issues stem from discriminatory land development practices that have left this area of             
the city with limited investment in terms of flood control infrastructure and development             
of public green space. Because South Phoenix is located on an alluvial floodplain of              
South Mountain, green infrastructure interventions, including the creation of bioswales          
and bioretention for stormwater along with the use of native vegetation, are critical to              
mitigate seasonal flooding and improve environmental site conditions.  

Beginning with a series of community engagement workshops, this project          
envisions the use of green infrastructure at Paideia to create resilient natural learning             
and play landscapes that promote health equity by improving the quality and access to              
green space for the student community. Using Padeia's whole-person education          
paradigm to guide the goals of the project, the hope is to begin the conversation on how                 
school landscapes can address the immediate health equity challenges of the site while             
creating a welcoming and healthful green space amenity for the community. 
 
CONTEXT 
 
HISTORY 
The City of Phoenix was established in the late 1860’s as           
an agricultural hub in the Salt River Valley. As the city           
grew, white middle and upper class residential areas        
moved north while non-white residents of Phoenix who        
were mainly agricultural and industrial workers, were       
confined by restrictive deeds to South Phoenix.1 This area         
was already designated for heavy industry and waste        
treatment and was not annexed by the city of Phoenix until           
1959, resulting in a lack of basic urban services and          
infrastructure development1 for the majority Black/African      
American and Latino residents living there. There is        
persistent evidence that these discriminatory development      
policies have led to segregated and inequitable neighborhoods in contemporary South           
Phoenix. Recent research indicates residents of South Phoenix demonstrate a          
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vulnerability to extreme heat2, unequal distribution and inaccessibility of green space 3,           
along with a high incidence of air pollution4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Paideia’s racial demographic makeup mirrors the surrounding community with a larger percentage of Black/African 
American students and smaller percentage of White (non- Hispanic) students. Both Paideia and it’s community reflect 
a higher percentage of minority students and residents compared to the City of Phoenix overall. 
https://factfinder.census.gov 

 
PAIDEIA ACADEMY 
Paideia Academy was founded in 2013 by Dr. Brian Winsor. The mission of the school               
is to implement a “whole-person” educational paradigm focused on the body, mind,            
heart, and spirit of each student. The demographic makeup of the school’s approximate             
950 students reflects the greater South Phoenix area with about 90% minority students,             
83% of whom qualify for free and reduced lunch. Dr. Winsor intentionally chose to open               
Paideia Academy in South Phoenix to serve the majority Black/African American and            
Latino residents there, with a more holistic education curriculum that attempts to            
cultivate confidence and the building of good habits into adulthood.  

SITE ANALYSIS 
 
The current orientation of the school, along with its proximity to large urban roadways              
increases the exposure of students, staff and community to a myriad of environmental             
concerns. These include elevated levels of urban heat along with air and noise pollution.              
Low tree canopy or shade coverage do little to mitigate these concerns, especially             
surrounding large sections of concrete meant for sports like basketball and foursquare.  
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The only other schoolyard amenities are small grassy areas meant for soccer and other              
running activities. These areas are affected by on site and regionally generated flooding             
that not only render them unusable, but expose the site users to accumulated             
contaminants brought on site by traveling water and sedimentation. The resulting school            
landscape is both limited in the recreational opportunities offered to students, creating            
crowded and uncomfortable outdoor play experiences, and does not address the           
environmental concerns that affect the health of the site users and broader community.  

Since 2016, Dr. Winsor has partnered with ASU to monitor the environmental quality of              
the schoolyard to explore what role the schoolyard could play in addressing regional             
environmental concerns. Monitoring stations have been set up at different locations to            
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collect data on air quality, noise, and urban heat. The goal is to collect baseline data of                 
the immediate concerns that currently affect the site to see what improvements are             
made after any modification to the schoolyard are put in place.  

These site challenges offer a unique opportunity to engage the school community in a              
redesign of the schoolyard that address the social and environmental concerns of the             
landscape while creating a more interesting, easily accessed, and healthful natural           
landscape.  

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

WORKSHOP I 

Community engagement workshops were held at two different stages of this design            
process in an effort to get a better idea of how the schoolyard is currently being used                 
and to also envision how it could serve the students and community better in the future.                
The first workshop featured interactive activities in which the students, faculty and staff             
created collages for an intuitive representation of their desired outdoor environment and            
how they would move within it. They also identified and explained their favorite and              
least favorite areas of the current schoolyard and built idealized outdoor learning            
environments that included their preferred elements for the schoolyard redesign.  

GOALS + OBJECTIVES 

The experience and feedback received at the first community engagement workshop           
was synthesized with the site analysis and collected observations. A set of goals was              
developed and aligned with Paideia’s whole-person educational paradigm to assure that           
the landscape would serve the mission of the school.  
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WORKSHOP II 

With established goals and objectives along with in-depth knowledge of how the 
schoolyard is utilized by the students and school community, three different conceptual 
redesigns were prepared for a second community engagement workshop. These 
focused on offering diverse play opportunities, reducing urban heat, and creating edible 
and learning landscapes. These plans were presented to see which design elements 
best represented the desires of the students, staff, and community for the redesign of 
the schoolyard.  

 
The final redesign, Ready! Set! Activate!, represents a synthesis of required           
interventions necessary to address the environmental and public health conditions of           
the site with the desired aesthetic and programmatic elements voiced by the            
community.  
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RESEARCH 
 
To begin to address the environmental concerns and social determinants of health in             
South Phoenix at Paideia Academy, additional research was necessary to identify and            
qualify the benefits of green infrastructure that could support a redesigned school            
landscape. The lack of access to quality green space in South Phoenix and the missing               
associated health benefits were vital considerations to this project. Public green space            
has shown a correlation with increased physical activity, improved mental health, and            
social cohesion. Air quality is also improved as are associated cases of asthma and/or              
allergies.5 Landscapes maintained by green infrastructure interventions have the ability          
to improve general health including immune6 and cognitive function7.  
 
To get an idea of what specific types of elements should be included in the final design                 
of the school yard at Paideia Academy, surveys were distributed at the community             
workshops to both student and adult participants. 
 
Among a variety of questions, students and adults were specifically asked: 
 
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE ADDED TO THE SCHOOLYARD? 

 

Active play elements, areas for social interaction and relaxation, education and natural            
elements were the most reported as desired additions to the schoolyard. The inclusion             
of educational areas in the landscape required additional research to confirm the benefit             
for the integration of environment-based learning into the curriculum. Research          
suggests that students learn more effectively with environment-based learning than          
traditional education frameworks and cultivate advanced thinking skills, problem solving          
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abilities, and awareness8. An outdoor learning environment provides concrete         
experiences to clarify abstract concepts9 and can provide localized environments to           
study native ecology. Additionally, a section for additional comments on the adult            
surveys revealed an overwhelming desire by the community for the new school            
landscape to support community social and educational events.  
  
MASTER PLAN 
 
The culminating design aims to reduce exposure to the sun and excessive heat, as well               
as localized air and noise pollution to create a comfortable and healful landscape.             
Green infrastructure, including bioswales and bioretention for stormwater, will be          
implemented to sustain native vegetated landscapes that support mental restoration,          
positive social interaction, creative play and integrated classroom learning. 
 
VISION 
Use green infrastructure at Paideia to create resilient natural learning and play            
landscapes that promote health equity by improving the quality and access to green             
space for the student community.  
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ACTIVE PLAY + RETENTION 
This area features a large amphitheater for school and community gathering events,            
along with an enlarged recreation field. A pathway of decomposed granite for four             
square play covered by a steel shade structure divides the field from a recessed              
basketball court and monsoon rain garden.  
 
NATURE PLAY + MENTAL RESTORATION 
This area has walking paths and play mounds with buried tunnels at grade for mental               
restoration and natural play. This area is heavily vegetated and also features a circular              
swingset or “Sun Swing”.  
 
NATIVE SONORAN RAIN + STUDY GARDENS 
The west side of the site features a diverse array of native plantings for the creation and                 
study of sonoran ecology. There is classroom seating provided along with a path at the               
north end to give students an immersive desert experience on their way into school. 
 
COMMUNITY GARDEN EDUCATION AREA 
This area features a relocated chicken coop and newly constructed compost resource            
bays and raised garden beds. Moving the chickens and school gardening to the north              
end of the school site offers increased protection from heat to ensure a healthier and               
more productive educational environment.  
 
COOL PARKING LOT DESIGN 
The parking lot represented some of the highest recorded surface temperatures during            
our site analysis. By modifying the current circulation of the parking lot, adding a              
vegetated median to support additional tree plantings, along with a designated           
pedestrian path the new design offers a safer and cooler alternative to the existing              
design. 7,300ft2 of asphalt is removed in the proposed plan, increasing the tree count by               
250%, with the reduction of only four parking spots.  
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STORMWATER MANAGEMENT 
 
Using a series of symbols to represent the functions of the green infrastructure             
stormwater plan, flow control, detention, retention, along with filtration and infiltration           
have been identified. Retention volume was increased 65% with proposed design. 
 
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE TO ADDRESS REGIONAL FLOODING 

The easement off 16th street includes a bioswale to intercept          
regional stormwater coming north from South Mountain and        
prevent it from flooding the schoolyard. 
 
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE IN DESIGN PROGRAM 
Stormwater will be used to support a natural landscape for play           
at Paideia and is integrated into the community amphitheater,         
recessed basketball court, and through the earthen play        
mounds. 
 
 
 

GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE FOR EDUCATION 
The hydrological cycle will be on display with        
rock paths used to convey stormwater      
through rain gardens and into bio      
re/detention areas. It will also serve as the        
primary support for the Native Sonoran Rain       
and Study Gardens along the west of the        
school.  
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PERFORMANCE + BENEFITS 
 
By managing stormwater on site it can be used to sustain the proposed landscape and 
create a vibrant schoolyard at Paideia. This will also reduce the necessity of additional 
water and energy use, once the plantings are established, along with reducing the cost 
of stormwater infrastructure and contaminants downstream.  
Using green infrastructure along with reduction in hardscape will address the comfort            
and health of the students by reducing the exposure to the sun and excessive heat, as                
well as localized air and noise pollution. Native wildlife areas will be created as an               

engaging way to connect students     
to the natural world and serve as       
reflection of local context with over      
15 native species introduced.    
Students will be better able to see       
the naturalized areas of their     

schoolyard as a product of local ecosystems and site conditions influenced by local             
climate and microclimate, elevation, rainfall.9 Schoolyard agriculture will serve to          
reconnect students and the community with local agricultural systems while creating           
vibrant learning environments10 and the building of social capital.  
 
Resources have been collected and revised to create the most ecologically robust            
design for Paideia to enjoy for both recreation and education. List of native species,              
location in bioswales and the wildlife they will attract.11 
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PHASING 

PHASE I + II 
Installation of the Community Education Area and Native Sonoran Rain and Study            
Gardens will offer Paideia the quickest and most immediate impact with the least of              
invested resources. These areas require little to no earth work and only the relocation of               
the chicken coop, construction of raised garden beds (which are already in progress)             
and compost resource bays. The planting of the Native Sonoran Rain and Study             
Gardens will also beautiful the west-facing front entrance of the school, reduce its direct              
exposure to the sun and provide an immediate educational resource and green space             
amenity to the students and community that is even accessible when the school is not               
open.  
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PHASE III + IV 
The Nature Play and Mental Restoration Area along with the Active Play and Retention              
Area are next for development as they require the removal of significant amounts of              
hardscape and will involve significant changes in grading. These areas represent the            
main schoolyard where students recreate before and during school and will change the             
experience of the schoolyard. 
 
PHASE V 
The parking lot redesign will serve a significant contribution to the reduction of heat felt 
on campus. Because it is used daily by faculty and staff however, it is phased as a last 
step in the redesign process to make plans for the installation of the vegetated median 
and restriping.  
 
BUDGET 
 
Currently, Paideia has received $100,000 in grant funding to begin the retrofit of their              
schoolyard. To begin to meet the requirements of the total budget, there are research              
funding opportunities available through ASU along with additional local funding          
opportunities available specifically for schools that are listed below.  
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ADDITIONAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

MAINTENANCE 
 
Maintenance of the school landscape will be part of the ongoing collaboration between 
Paideia Academy and ASU. To begin the development of a more sustainable and 
appropriate maintenance approach on a majority native school landscape, we have 
sourced reference material from the Watershed Management Group’s City of Avondale | 
Low Impact Development Street Tree Master Plan Supplement for Integrating Green 
Stormwater Infrastructure .  
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